и n £ N рассматри вается величина e n = inf7r(P, Q), где n -метрика Прохорова и инфимум берется по всем дискретным распределением Q таким, что |supp(Q)| < п. Изучаются решения Q этой задачи минимиза ции, свойства устойчивости и состоятельности эмпирических оце нок. Для некоторых классов распределений определяется точная скорость сходимости к нулю ошибки n-квантования е п при п оо.
Introduction
Let X be an Revalued random variable with distribution P. f(X) gives a quantized ver sion of X. The quantization problem is to find an n-optimal quantizer for P or at least an asymptotically n-optimal sequence of quantizers as n -> oo, where the optimality depends upon the measure for the quantization error. In electrical engineering this problem arises in the context of coding speech and visual signals effectively. For these applications in communication and information theory we refer to [10] . In statistics quantizers can be used as a model for the grouping of data. See, e.g., [21] and [4] . Quantization also seems to be a promising tool in recent developments in numerical probability. See, e.g., [18] .
Much of the previous work is based on L r -metrics as measure for the quantization error. In this case the minimal nth quantization error of P is The idea of quantization is enlightened by the following result which shows how optimal quantizers approximate the original distribution P. Let p r denote the L r -Wasserstein metric (Loo-minimal metric if r = oo), and let / be an n-optimal quantizer. Then e N>R (P) = inf{p r (P, Q): I supp(Q)| ^ n} = p r (P, P'),
where P* denotes the image measure. For the mathematical aspects of the quantization problem for these metrics, one can consult [12] . In this paper we use the Ky Fan distance as measure of performance. Thus if || • || denotes any norm on R d and л(У, Z) is the Ky Fan metric, л(У, Z) = mf{e > 0: Р{||У -Z\\ > e} < e}, (1.1) then the nth quantization error for P (or X) is defined by e n (P) = inf{K(X, f(X)): f € ^n}. (1.2) A quantizer / e & n is called n-optimal for P if en(P) = *(*,/(*)). (1.3) This amounts in the maximization of the probability for a certain (small) deviation between X and f{X) and yields seemingly an attractive feature of quantizers. Now optimal quantizers provide best approximations of P in the Prokhorov metric denoted by тт. If f n is an n-optimal quantizer, then e N (P) = inf {TT(P,Q): |supp(Q)| ^ n} = тг(Р,Р^) (see Lemma 2.2) . This shows that the quantization error rules the rate of convergence of P fn toward the original distribution P in the Prokhorov metric.
From a statistical point of view, quantization with respect to the Ky Fan metric can be seen as a particular type of trimming in Loo-based quantization (cf. [5] ). While Loo-quantization requires P to have a compact support, Ky Fan quantization does not.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic features of the quantization problem including equivalent formulations as optimal lo cation problem for n-point sets and as an approximation problem for P with respect to the Prokhorov metric, existence of n-optimal quantizers, necessary conditions for n-optimality, and a uniqueness result for optimal quantizers in the one-dimensional case. Section 3 contains stability (or continuity) properties and applications to the consistency of empirical estimators. In Sections 4 and 5 we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the nth quan tization error e n (P) as n -> oo. We derive the exact rate of convergence to zero of e n (P) for some classes of distributions P. Approximate rates are obtained in terms of the quantization dimension of P which is shown to coincide with the epsilon entropy dimension of P. It turns out that the rate of convergence of e n (P) for absolutely continuous distributions with un bounded support is distribution dependent -in contrast with the behavior of the L r -quantization error. 
In case d = 1, the underlying norm is throughout the absolute value. Con sider a nonempty finite (or locally finite) subset a of R d . The Voronoi region generated by a € a is defined by |M|o ^ |c| ||p||o if |c| > 1.
For fixed n € N, searching for an n-optimal quantizer is equivalent to the n-centers problem with respect to || • || 0 . Since ||d e ||o = inf is > 0: P ( (J B(a, e)) > 1 -Л, the quantization problem with respect to к may be seen as a stochastic covering problem (concerning «coverings» by balls of equal radius). A set а С R d with 1 ^ |a| ^ n is called n-optimal set of centers for P if e N (P) = KiloLet ^n(P) denote the set of all n-optimal sets of centers for P. Notice that from a £ ^n(P) one can construct an n-optimal quantizer according to Lemma 2.1(a). The quantization problem for P is further equivalent to the problem of approximating P by a discrete probability with at most n supporting points. Here the underlying distance is the Prokhorov metric which reflects the fact that this metric is minimal relative to the Ky Fan metric. For Borel probability measures P b P 2 on R d , the Prokhorov metric is defined by
where &(R d ) denotes the Borel cr-algebra on R d . The minimality of n relative to к means тг(Р 1( P 2 ) = inf {K(Y, Z):
where all random variables are defined on a nonatomic probability space. The representation (2.6) is a particular case of the Strassen-Dudley theorem (cf. [7] and [9, Corollary 11.6.4] ). Let denote the set of all discrete probabilities Q on R Proof, (a) Let e ^ тг(Р, Q). Then
In particular,
= Q(a) ^ P{d a < £} + £
which gives ||d Q ||o < 7r(P, Q). The second inequality follows from (2.6). Now assume that {{/ = a}: a € a} is a Voronoi partition with respect to a.
Since by the preceding part of the proof ||d Q ||o < тг(Р, P*) < к(Х, f{X)), it follows from Lemma 2.1(a) that ||d a ||o = я"(Р P f ) = «(-^> f(X)) aQ d hence (b) follows immediately from (a). Lemma 2.2 is proved.
Optimal quantizers.
Next we deal with n-optimality. Under the assumption that P vanishes on spheres some necessary conditions for n-optimality can be given. Unlike L r -quantization in the preceding theorem one cannot re place (2.7) by the condition | supp(P)| ^ n. This is exhibited by the following simple example.
Example 2.1. Let d = 1 and P = \ J2t=i &u where S x is the point mass at x. (Recall that ||x|| = |x|.) Then, for n = 2, we have e 2 (P) = \ and the one-point set а = {f} is 2-optimal for P.
To ensure the existence of n-optimal quantizers we will employ the con tinuity of the map а н-> ||d a ||o wit h respect to the Hausdorff metric. . Then e n (P) < e n _i(P) (eo(P) := 1) and the level set L(c) = {aCR d :U |a| < n, ||d e || 0 < c} is H-compact for every с with e n (P) ^ с < e n _i(P). In particular, ^(P) is H-compact.
Proof.
Step 1. In the first step we assume e n (P) < e n _i(P). Let e n(P) < c < e n-i(P) and choose 0 < r < oo (depending on n, P, and c) such that P(P(0, r-c))>c and P(P(0,2r
Let a £ L(c).
Then |a| = n. Let a = {a b ...,a n } and assume with out loss of generality that ||ai|| ^ ••• ^ ||a n ||. Then ||ai|| ^ r. Otherwise с ^ P{d a > с} ^P(S(0, r -с)), a contradiction. Furthermore, ||o n || < 5r (assuming now n ^ 2). Otherwise 
< P{d a >s} + e n _!(P) -с <S e n _i(P), a contradiction. We thus obtain
Since the latter set is Я-compact, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that L(c) is #-compact, too. This implies that ^n(P) = L(e n (P)) is not empty and iJ-compact. S t e p 2. In the second step we prove (a) and (b). Clearly, we have е г (Р) < 1 = e 0 (P). By Step 1, this yields tf x (P) ф 0. If e n (P) = e^P), then ЩР) С ^n(P) and hence <*f n (P) ф 0. If e n (P) < e^P), let = maxJ2 ^j^n: e n (P) < е 7 _1(Р)|.
Then e n (P) = ... = e,(P)<e,_a(P) and by Step 1, this implies 0 ^ #*(P) С ^{P)-Thus assertion (a) is proved. Now assume (2.7). Then by part (a) and Theorem 2.1, e n (P) < e n -i{P).
The remaining assertions of (b) follow from Step 1. Theorem 2.2 is proved.
We know from Example 2.1 that one cannot omit condition (2.7) in part (b) of the preceding theorem.
A bijective mapping T: 
where гх = (6/2)(l,..., 1). Here the last equality follows from Lemma 2. For the /oo-norm, (2.11) takes the form which holds for every n. Therefore, / is an n-optimal quantizer, a € ^(P), and e n (P) = s for every n = k d . In particular, for d = 1 one obtains
Notice that in case d = 1 there are n-optimal sets of centers other than a. The sets (3 X = {x + 6г/п: г = 0,1,..., n -1} with 6 6 6 ^ x ^ 2n + 6 n 2n + 6 also satisfy (3 X € ^n{P) (cf. also Proposition 2.1).
2.3. Uniqueness in one dimension. In the one-dimensional case there is a reasonable criterion for the uniqueness of n-optimal sets of centers. Recall that a continuous probability P on R is (strictly) unimodal about some mode m G R if P possesses a A-density h such that h is (strictly) increasing on (-oo, m)((-oo, m) П supp(P)) and (strictly) decreasing on (m, oo)((m, oo) П supp(P)). Introduce the concentration function
for every у > 0. This implies a 6 ^n(P) and C P (2ns) = 1-5. Moreover, since C P is strictly increasing on {0 < C P < 1}, we get c n + s -(ci -5) = 2n5 and hence Now assume that P is strictly unimodal. Then max(6 I+1 -bi) < 25. Otherwise, if bi + s < b i+ i -s for some 1 ^ i ^ n -1, set and p' = {6 Ь ...,Ь i_i, fy, bi +2 ,..., 6 N }, where m denotes a mode of P. The strict unimodality yields P{d(3 <s} < P{dp < 5}, a contradiction. As above, one obtains Since P([x, x + 2n5]) has a unique maximizer x G R, we deduce |^П(Р)| = 1. Proposition 2.1 is proved.
Proposition 2.1. Let d = 1 and suppose P is continuous and unimodal Let s = e n (P). Then s is the unique solution in
If a = {x + (2i -1)5: 1 ^ i ^ n}, w/iere я G R satisfies
then a G ^n(P). If P is strictly unimodal, then
(2.13)
Stability properties and empirical versions
A stability property for the nth quantization error in terms of the Prokhorov metric follows immediately from Lemma 2.2(b). In fact, if P b P 2 are Borel probability distributions on R d , then |e n (Pi)-e n (P 2 )|^7r(P 1 ,P 2 ) (3.1) for every n 6 N. A stability result for n-optimal approximations from {P n can also be based on the Prokhorov metric and the Hausdorff metric is appropriate for formulating a stability property for n-optimal sets of centers. Let ^n(P) denote the set of all n-optimal approximations Q to P from i.e., Q G @> n and e n (P) = 7r(P,Q).
Recall that the Prokhorov metric metrizes the weak topology. The preceding theorem can be derived from the following simple lemma. Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) We show that the assertion follows from Lemma 3.1 applied to the metric space (^n,7r) and / = 7r(P, •). By Theorem 2.2, we have e n (P) < e n _i(P). Consider the level set L(c) = {Qe^n:7r(P,Q)^c} for e n (P) < с < e n _i(P). For Q G L(c) and a = supp(Q), it follows from Lemma 2.2(a) that ||d Q ||L 0 (P) ^ *{P>Q) < c -Hence, by Theorem 2.2 L(c) c{Qe &> n : Q(B) = 1} for some compact subset В of R d . We deduce 7r-compactness of L(c). Furthermore, (Q k ) k^i is minimizing sequence in S? n for 7г(Р, •). In fact, since e n (P) < тг(Р, Q fc ) < тг(Р, P fc ) + тг(Р ь Q k ) = тг(Р, P fc ) + e n (P fc ) and тг(Р, P fc ) + e n {P k ) -» e n (P), one gets 7r(P,Q fe )-+e n (P), fc-+oo.
Thus, all conditions of Lemma 3.1 are fulfilled, and the assertion follows. Hence, as shown in the proof of (a), 7r(P,Q k ) -> e n (P) which implies /(а*) -> e n (P), fc oo. Thus, we see that all assumptions of Lemma 3.1 are fulfilled, and the asser tion follows. Theorem 3.1 is proved.
The stability results can be applied to the empirical analysis of the quantization problem. Let Х г ,Х 2 ,... be i.i.d. Revalued random variables with distribution P, and let P k = k~l £iLi be the empirical measure of X u .. .,X k . Proof. Since ir(P k ,P) -»• 0 a.s., the assertions follow from Theo rem 3.1 and (3.1).
Remark. Let Y k = sup n>1 |e"(P fc ) -e n (P)|. Since e n (P fc ) = 0 for n > к and thus Y k = (sup^^ \e n (P k ) -e n (P)|) V e k (P), it follows from the subsequent Theorem 4.3 that
provided the absolutely continuous part of P does not vanish.
, Yukich and Shor [22] , [20] determined the exact a.s. order of convergence of тг(Р к) Р). Using (3.1), one gets a.s. rates for Y k) namely, -F(x)\.) The asymptotic behavior of тг(Р к ,Р) in the one-dimensional, nonuni form case has been investigated in [15] . As a consequence one has, for instance, for symmetric unimodal distributions P on R with unbounded support and exponentially small tails that k 1^2 (In k)~aY k is stochastically bounded for a suitable a > 0.
Asymptotic quantization error: distributions with compact support
The nth quantization errors of any Borel probability distribution P on R In this section we determine the rate of convergence to zero of e n (P) and constants. In particular, we look for power laws e n (P)«n" 1/D , n->oo, (4
for some D € (0, oo). It is convenient to use the symbols « and ~, where a n « b n means a n = 0(b n ) and b n = 0(a n ) and a n ~ b n means a n /b n -> 1. If (4.2) holds, the lower and upper quantization coefficient of P are defined by
respectively. If Q(P) and Q(P) agree, then their common value is denoted by Q(P) and called the quantization coefficient of P. The question for which probabilities the quantization coefficient exists is more difficult to answer for the Ky Fan metric than for L r -metrics mainly due to the lack of suitable scaling properties.
In the sequel the Loo-metric serves as upper bound for Borel probability measures with compact support. For a probability P on R d with compact support let e n ,oo(P) = inf {\\d a \\ LooiP) :
Then by Lemma 2.1 e n (P)^e n ,oo(P). е П)00 (Р) depends only on the topological support of P and we also write e n ,oo(supp(P)) instead of e niOQ (P). Let The main asymptotic result for L r -quantization of nonsingular distri butions is the following theorem, see [23] , [24] , and [3] . The first mathemat ically rigorous proof can be found in [12, Theorem 6.2] . Let P a denote the absolutely continuous part of P (with respect to \ d ). -1 K) ).
The assertion follows from the above inequalities. Lemma 4.1 is proved. Now we can employ the results known for е п д and e n>00 . 
In view of (4.5) the assertions follows. Theorem 4.3 is proved. The above upper bound for Q(P) seems to be unbeatable. Except in dimension 1 or 2, the true values of the constants Qi(d) and Qoo(d) are un known. (Actually, Qi(l) = \, Qoo(l) = I anc * f°r t^ie '2-normon R 2 , Q\(2) = (2 + 3 In \/3)/(3 7 / 4 y/2) = 0.3777... and 0^(2) = (2(3 x/3) 1 / 2 = 0.6204... .) However, some lower bounds on Qi(d) and upper bounds on Qoo{d) can be obtained, using lattice coverings (see, e.g., [12] ).
In the unimodal case the quantization coefficient exists.
Proposition 4.1. Let d = 1, and let P be continuous and unimodal Then
lim ne n (P) = sup ne n (P) = -A(supp(P)). Proof. The assertion follows from limsup n _ 4>00 n 1 е Пу00 (P) < 2c-1 /" (cf. [11, Proposition 12.17] ) and (4.5).
Thus, i/supp(P) is compact, the quantization coefficient Q(P) exists (and equals the covering coefficient o/supp(P)).

Regular distributions of dimension
We can deduce the exact rate of convergence of e n (P) to zero for regular distributions. Proof. Regularity of dimension D implies condition (4.10) (cf. [11, Lemma 12.3] ). Consequently, the assertion follows from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3.
As an example, for the classical Cantor distribution P one obtains e n (P)«n-lh3 / ln2 .
Uniform distributions.
For uniform distributions we obtain the following result. and Stirling's formula for the Г-function that
In a special case the bounds in Corollary 4.1 exactly agree, namely if the ball 5(0,1) is space-filling (by translation). Then the quantization coefficient exists and is given by One obtains, for instance,
The following theorem concerns a nontrivial case, where the quantiza tion coefficient exists. 
(and thus the quantization coefficient exists for U([0, l]
2 ) and coincides with the covering coefficient Q (x> (2) ).
For the proof we need the following estimate. 
Proof. Let s = e n (U(B)), a e tf n (U(B)), and с = \ d (B)/X d (A).
Then s = U(B)(d OL > s) > U(B)(d a > cs) > U(A)(d a > cs)c _1 and hence cs ^ U(A)(d a > cs). This implies e n (U(A))
U{B n )(d p ^ e) < U(r n A){d {0} < e).
If s = e n {U{B n )) and (3 6 tf"(tf(B n )), then
and hence ||d {0 }|U 0 (t/(r"A)) ^ s = e n (t/(B n )). The set of midpoints r n a n satisfies |K«aJU 0 (i/(B»)) = ll d {o}IU 0 (i/(r n >i))-Therefore, e n (^(B n )) = ||d { o } || Mt /(r n >i)) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and r"a n € tf n (U{B n )). It follows from Lemma 2.4 and (4.13) that
This implies
where the last equality is well known. Since X 2 (B n ) 1, we deduce in view of Lemma 4.2 lim n^oo n 1 / 2 e n (t/([0, l] 2 )) = Qoo(2). Theorem 4.5 is proved.
Asymptotic quantization error: distributions with unbounded support
5.1. The quantization dimension. Now we replace the compact ness assumption for the support of P by a moment condition. However, we do not achieve an exact power law for probability measures P with P a ф 0 as in Theorem 4.2 but weaker dimension results. They are important, for instance, for our investigation of one-dimensional (unimodal) distributions in Subsection 5.2.
The lower and upper quantization dimensions of P (relative to the Prokhorov metric) are defined by
п-юо -lne n (P)' v respectively. If these are equal, we refer to the common value as the quan tization dimension of P
Notice that the (lower, upper) quantization dimension has the same value for all norms on R d .
Lemma 5.1. Let e n = e n (P). (a) IfO<t<D(P)< S) then
lim n l/t e n = oo and lim inf n l/s e n = 0. Proof. Set = N(e, P) and e n = e n (P) and notice that iV(£) = min{n ^ 1: e n ^ e}.
If e n = 0 for some n ^ 1, then I2(P) = D(P) = 0 and the assertions are obviously true. So assume e n > 0 for every n ^ 1. Since N(e n ) ^ n for all n ^ 1, we deduce
The definition implies е#( с ) ^ £ for all e > 0, hence
As for ~D(P), we will prove first that there is a € N such that e* (n +i) < e n for all n ^ 1. For n > 1, choose a e ^n{P)-If P{da < e n } = 1, let 7 = Uaea^O-Then |7| ^ kn and {d a < e n } С {d 7 ^ e n /2}, hence
T This implies ||d 7 || 0 ^ e n /2 and therefore efc( n +i) < e fcn < IM7II0 *S e n /2 < e n .
If P{d a ^ e n } < 1, one can find 6 E {4 > e n } such that a' = a U {6} satisfies P{d a / ^ e n } > P{d a < e n } ^ 1 -e n (see the proof of Theorem 2.1). Let 7 = \J aea , /3(a, e n ). Then Ы ^ fc(n + l) and P|d 7 < у } 3* PR' < e n } > 1 -e n , hence ||d 7 ||o < e n . This implies e*( n +i) ^ IMTIIO < enIt follows from (5.4) that e fc (jv( en )+i) < е^(е п ) = e n for all n ^ 1. This gives k(N(e n ) + 1) > n and therefore N(e n ) ^ n/2fc for all n ^ 2fc. We thus obtain ln7V(e) lnN(e n ) lim sup----^ lim sup--e->o -me -lne n Inn ln(2fc) ^ lim sup In e n -In e n
To prove the converse inequality, observe that ем( £ )-1 > e for all e < e\. This leads to
The Hausdorff dimension of P given by The main dimension result for probability distributions with all their moments finite is an immediate consequence. Theorem 5.1 is not a final result concerning the rate of convergence of e n (P) to zero. It remains to be made more precise, perhaps with slowly varying (distribution dependent) factors. 
One-dimensional unimodal distributions.
where h is a slowly varying function at infinity such that as z->oo. Proof. Set e n = e n (P). The concentration function takes the form C P {x) = 2F(x/2) -1, x ^ 0. Therefore, it follows from Proposition 2.1 that e n = 2(1 -F(ne n )), n E N. Furthermore, by (5.6), ne n -> oo.
(a) We have e n = 2(ne n )~pg(ne n ) and hence This implies (5.8). Since к о In is a slowly varying function at infinity, the sequence (c n ) n^i is slowly varying. Remark 5.1. A one-sided version of the preceding theorem reads as follows.
Assume that P is continuous, unimodal with mode 0 and supp(P) = R + .
Then the concentration function takes the form C P (x) = F(x), x ^ 0. By Proposition 2.1, The asymp totic behavior of the nth quantization error for the normal distribution is quite different from that of the other symmetric stable distributions. Let P be nondegenerate symmetric a-stable with 0 < a < 2. It is well known that P is continuous unimodal and 1 -F(x) ~ cx~a as x -> oo for some constant с > 0. Therefore, by Theorem 5.2(a), lim n*/( a+1) e n (P) = (2c) 1/(a+1) . n->oo In particular, D(P) = (a + l)/a and the quantization coefficient of P exists. Consequently, e n (P) < ||d a || Lo(P) ^ s. The general case follows from e n (P) ^ (с V 1) e n (P, || • \\ h ). Lemma 5.2 is proved.
Combining the preceding lemma, Theorem 5.2, and Remark 5.1 provides rates for e n (P). In particular, using the uniform bit allocation щ = One may reasonably conjecture that this rate is the true one.
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